U.S. 1900-1945 (Yenser)

FICTION 12
Barnes, Djuna / Nightwood 1936
Cather, Willa / The Professor's House 1925
Chesnutt, Charles / The Marrow of Tradition 1901
Dreiser, Theodore / Sister Carrie 1900
Faulkner, William / The Sound and the Fury 1929
Fitzgerald, F. Scott / The Great Gatsby 1925
Hemingway, Ernest / The Sun Also Rises 1926
Hurst, Zora Neale / Their Eyes Were Watching God 1937
James, Henry / The Ambassadors 1903
Toomer, Jean / Cane 1923 (incl. poems)
West, Nathaniel / The Day of the Locust 1939
Wright, Richard / Native Son 1940

POETRY 18
Brooks, Gwendolyn / A Street in Bronzeville 1945
Crane, Hart / "For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen" 1926; The Bridge 1930
Cummings, E.E. / Tulips & Chimneys 1923/25
Doolittle, Hilda (H.D.) / Sea Garden 1916
Eliot, T.S. / Prufrock and Other Observations 1917; The Waste Land 1922
Frost, Robert / North of Boston 1914
Hughes, Langston / The Weary Blues 1926
Loy, Mina / Lunar Baedecker 1923
McKay, Claude / Harlem Shadows 1922
Moore, Marianne / Observations 1924
Pound, Ezra / Selected Poems
Reznikoff, Charles / Rhythms 1918; Rhythms II 1919; Poems 1920
Robinson, Edwin Arlington / The Town Down the River 1910
Sandburg, Carl / Chicago Poems 1916
Schwartz, Delmore / In Dreams Begin Responsibilities 1938
Stein, Gertrude / Tender Buttons 1914; Stanzas in Meditation 1932
Stevens, Wallace / Harmonium 1923; "Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction" 1942
Williams, W.C. / Spring and All 1923

NONFICTION 10
Pound, Ezra / Literary Essays of Ezra Pound 1968 (selections)
Eliot, T.S. / Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot 1975 (selections)
Adams, Henry / The Education of Henry Adams 1907/18
Marx, Leo / The Machine in the Garden 1964
Du Bois, W.E.B. / The Souls of Black Folk 1903
Gilroy, Paul / The Black Atlantic 1993
Kermode, Frank / Romantic Image 1957
Kenner, Hugh / A Homemade World 1975
Empson, William / Seven Types of Ambiguity 1930
Jameson, Fredric / The Prison-House of Language 1972